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Given humankind’s ability to dramatically affect the natural systems that support life on our 
planet, what is the designer’s role in building empathic consciousness towards our biosphere? 
Our consciousness is the gestalt effect of what we know, feel, and believe.  The built 
environment is both illustrator and shaper of this shared consciousness.  Our attitude toward 
the biosphere is a product of the ways the industrial revolution shaped our landscape, 
economy, social organization, governance, art, and design.  This thesis uses a site in Holyoke, 
Massachusetts (160 Middle Water St.), to test theories about how spaces change the way we 
think, feel, and act toward our planet.  Holyoke, the first planned industrial city in the nation, 
is a cultural landscape that tells the story of reshaping natural systems for human benefit.
The program for the space emerges from the budding creative economy in Holyoke.  
Specifically, movement artists are using dance to build community, increase health and fitness, 
and express emotional experience.  160 Middle Water offers a vision for this engagement, 
connecting dancers to the earth, river, and sky.
This thesis builds on the precedents of landscape architects, architects, sculptors, scientists, 
poets, and ecologists who have shaped our built environment and framed our view of the 
world. The tools belong to design disciplines, but the theories are shared by those committed 
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On an August morning in 2000, my older brother and I woke in the middle of the night after 
spending a week hiking through the bottom of Arch Canyon in Southern Utah.  We walked 
through the darkness towards the steep edge and climbed.  We scrambled using our hands and 
feet towards the lip of the canyon as night turned to day.  As we approached the lip, the sun 
crested above the horizon and basked the canyon wall.  We ascended into dawn and emerged 
to stand at the edge and face the rising sun; at once in touch with the billions of years our 
earth has been forming and the moments it takes for the horizon to drop below the sun.
Objectives
This thesis uses a site in Holyoke, Massachusetts (160 Middle Water Street), to test theories 
about how spaces change the way we think, feel, and act toward our planet.
The theories are synthesized from precedent analysis, close readings of prophetic women and 
men, and conceptual exploration.  This thesis is a piece of a much longer journey and includes  
three major sections excluding including the introduction which lays the personal foundation  
Figure I.1: Arch Canyon, Utah, 2000
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for understanding the genesis of the exploration.
In BACKGROUND, a review of literature helps define human consciousness and the 
role design has played in shaping consciousness throughout the course of human history.  
Additionally, the Background section addresses the interconnected web of existence of which 
we are a part; making the case for a more connected  and empathic way of living in the world.
TOOLKIT outlines the methodology that led to the conceptual approach to design.  This 
methodology is intended to be replicable by other designers interested in developing and 
testing strategies for building empathic consciousness toward our biosphere.
The DESIGN PROPOSAL is not intended as a complete answer to the thesis question, but 
rather, a way of exploring the question at an experiential level.  The proposal includes a city-
scale plan for a mixed-use movement loop and a detailed analysis of the site at 160 Middle 
Water Street.  The program emerged from theories about ways consciousness is shaped.  The 
design proposal provides a structure for a deep conversation about the moments, spaces, and 





We are part of a densely interconnected web of existence.  There are things directly within 
our control and some things that are completely beyond our control.  But most things are 
simultaneously affected by us and affect us.
Throughout history, designers of every variety – inventor, scientist, politician, and explorer – 
have shaped the ways in which we interact with this interconnected web.
Holyoke is a product of the first industrial revolution: a city built at the site of Hadley Falls to 
harness the potential energy of the Connecticut River.  Holyoke is a cultural landscape that 
tells the story of reshaping natural systems for human benefit.
Human Consciousness is shaped by the convergence of communication technologies 
and energy regimes.  Before civilization, oral language and hunting and gathering led to a 
mythological consciousness in which animals and natural systems were worshiped because 
survival depended on their good fortune.  The advent of handwriting and agriculture brought 
people together in complex societies and as the literate few controlled the message and held 
decision making power, a theological consciousness was born in which deities took human 
form – pharaohs and emperors were thought to have control over weather cycles in part 
because they had access to royal scholars who kept track of the calendar.  Print and electronic 
communications created the world’s first literate workforce which, with access to enormous 
amounts of energy stored in first coal and then oil, spawned the Industrial Revolution.
Around the world, an Industrial Consciousness that values productivity and promotes the 
individual places economic and political controls in the hands of the wealthy few.
The shift towards distributed renewables and internet communications in which everyone can 
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generate energy and content leads us towards lateral power and collective decision making. 
The Industrial Revolution has left us with atmospheric CO2 at unprecedented levels – just one 
of the many natural systems that we have inadvertently, and likely irreversibly, altered.  
We have the ability to warm and cool our climate.  How we live our lives determines if our 
great-grandchildren grow up in New England tapping maple trees or harvesting grapefruits.  
But how will we make this decision?  A distributed power system requires a broader way of 
thinking: a commitment to the complex and interdependent world and an awareness of the 
gestalt role individuals play in the whole.  In short, we need a biospheric consciousness.
Given human kind’s ability to dramatically affect the natural systems that support life on our 





In 1996, I spent a week living with a Maasai tribe in the Loita Hills of Southern Kenya.  One 
morning, we went on a walk across the African savanna the golden hills rolling off in the 
distance speckled by deep green pockets of forest.  This landscape has been colored by 
nomadic grazing by the Maasai and by the migrations of magnificent herds of wildebeest.
Suddenly, one of the Maasai with us stopped abruptly and raised his hand.  He indicated that 
we would pause here and rest for a while.  I found shelter under an acacia tree (Figure 2.1)  and 
was joined by one of the other Maasai who grabbed a few twigs from a nearby shrub and 
handed me one.  He said that while we rest, we might as well brush our teeth and he began 
scrubbing.  I had noticed that in Nairobi, most of the poor Kenyan children had unhealthy 
teeth – blackened and missing teeth, swollen gums.  But within the Maasai tribe we were 
living with, the children (and the adults) had shockingly white teeth.  This significant 
difference illustrated the positive effects of being in tune with their surroundings.  The Maasai 
knew which trees and shrubs had naturally cleaning properties and I was impressed by how 
Figure 2.1: Acacia Tree, Kenya
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good my teeth felt after chewing on the twig for a few minutes.
While we rested, I watched a group of Maasai gather around the spot where we were originally 
stopped.  One of them walked over to a tree and wielded his panga (Figure 2.2) – a large 
machete-like knife carried by most Maasai – and proceeded to chop a large branch.  He 
returned with an eight-foot pole with a sharpened end, about six inches in diameter.  He stood 
and raised the log over his head and then thrust it straight down into the earth beneath his 
feet.  The red-clay soil began to yield and crumble.  There were two others on their knees on 
either side of the man with the big stick and when he lifted the stick into the air again, the two 
on the ground reached out and cleared away the loosened earth with their hands.  No sooner 
had they moved the clumps of dirt then the stick came thundering back into the ground, 
loosening up more chunks.  This rhythm, powerful and graceful at the same time, continued 
for almost an hour.  The men rotated jobs since it appeared the one standing and thrusting the 
stick was working the hardest and tired fastest.  The hole deepened and widened.  Finally, they 
stopped and called me over.  I was small and light and they asked if they could use my length.  
They grabbed onto my ankles and lowered me into the hole head first (Figure 2.3).  It must 
have been at least eight feet deep because the man holding my ankles had to extend his arms 
into the hole and my hands above my head just barely reached the bottom.  Resting against the 
sides of this freshly dug hole, I could feel the cool moistness of the soil.  It was dark and damp 
and incredibly refreshing after spending a week (or a life) above ground.  I reached my hands 
into the bottom of the hole and began exploring a large cavity that emerged from the bottom.  
It was as if this conical penetration into the earth had punctured a void that had long existed 
beneath our feet.  But this void was not empty; it was full of sweet, nurturing life.  I filled my 
Figure 2.2: Maasai Panga
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hands with the warm sticky waxy substance and shouted up.  I was pulled from the hole, dirt 
dragging across my front, with my hands full of honey.  Emerging from the hole and standing 
with my prize, I shared this sweet nectar with the group.
As we walked through the savanna, the Maasai noticed everything.  They knew what shrubs 
made for good toothbrushes.  They knew where to find shelter and how to find food.  And 
they knew to look at the dirt beneath their bare feet.  When one of them spotted a hole the 
size of a pencil, they knew to stop.  They knew that it was worth it to spend an hour digging 
a hole with a stick and hands because at the bottom, was a nest of ground bees that held the 
sweetest honey I have ever tasted.
Figure 2.3: Honey from Dirt, Kenya, 1996
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Terra Rose
To make the farm (Figure 2.4) work, Uncle Drausin is counting on the convergence of three 
fickle forces.  This convergence has the potential to reshape the tone shared by Drausin’s 
siblings of skepticism, doubt, and annoyance into a tone more in line with his vision of a 
family farm operation that is self-supporting and generative: a farm that can be an inspiration 
to the growing flock of Wulsins.
The three fickle forces are anything but reliable and only the most optimistic of optimists (of 
which Drausin is exemplary) would presume that salvation lay within the convergence.  First, 
the farm needs to raise capital.  Drausin’s solution is to sell wetlands mitigation bank credits to 
developers who want to build over wetlands and need to purchase credits from elsewhere.  In 
2008, we lowered one dam about four feet, effectively draining a 40-acre wooded lake.  20,000 
native wetland trees were planted and all of the invasive species were removed.  What stands 
now is an incredible – and young – ecosystem brimming with potential.
That potential, in addition to the ecological benefits of wetlands, provides significant capital.  
When U.S. Steel secures funding to build a mill in Portsmouth, they will need to purchase 
Figure 2.4: Red Stone Farm
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many, if not all, of the available Wetlands Mitigation Credits from Red Stone Farm.
Second, about 300 acres are devoted to organic dairy production.  By renting the land and 
dairy infrastructure to two Mennonite farmers, the farm can generate additional capital while 
producing a valuable product using minimal fossil fuels (the Mennonites use horse and human 
power instead of tractors or trucks powered by oil).  In addition to delicious dairy products 
that can be sold, the dairy operation is important to soil generation.  Creating robust soil is 
necessary to the third strategy.
The final aspect of Red Stone’s success requires the most attention from Drausin himself.  
Raising lambs for the specialty meat market requires intensive attention to the health of the 
herd, and close cultivation of clients.  Raising lambs at Red Stone Farm depends on densely 
grazing pasture and rotating the herds on a 90-day cycle, so that each pasture has opportunity 
to re-grow before it is grazed again.  The sheep eat all of the organic matter above ground, 
leaving the roots to re-sprout once they move on.  The manure produced by sheep and cows, 
which is folded into the ground by hooves, builds organic material.  The weight per hoof of a 
sheep, however, is not sufficient to incorporate the manure deep into the topsoil.  That’s where 
the cows come in.  By rotating sheep and cows in intensive grazing on the same land, Drausin 
can generate nutrient rich soil that produces the grass necessary to feed sheep that create 




On a beautiful summer day in July, five of us decided to head off on an excursion.  We packed 
sandwiches and soda, marshmallows and beer.  I grabbed my camera equipment and we 
hopped in the 115 hp motor boat.  We headed east, past the lighthouse and into the open 
water of Lake Huron’s North Channel (Figure 2.5)1.  What was a warm summer day in the 
protection of St. Mary’s River turned into a high wind and high seas experience past the 
lighthouse.  The swells increased and though compared to conditions in the oceans, it was 
relatively calm, we were way outside of our comfort zone, though nobody was ready to admit 
it.  We spotted a small island (Serpent) on the horizon and headed for it.  The spruce and 
cedar trees complimented a sand-colored pebble beach and both were offset by the crystal 
clear sky and deep blue waters.  We approached the island from the west, but circled around 
1 Google
Figure 2.5: North Channel, Ontario
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to the east where we would be protected from the wind.  The waters around the island were 
very shallow and we raised our engine and paddled the last couple hundred feet.  Since we 
didn’t want to damage the hull of our boat, we tied a ski rope to our bow line and waded the 
final thirty feet.  I tied the rope to a rock and we began exploring our new discovery.  We 
walked along the shore and found fishing nets and other evidence that we were not the first 
set foot on this place.  After about an hour of walking around, we headed back to our boat and 
discovered it missing.  The ski rope was no longer tied to the rock and we could just make out 
our beloved ship bobbing in the waves headed down wind towards Drummond Island.
I was eighteen years old and realized that we had put ourselves at the mercy of the wind, 
which was, at the time, appearing relentless.  With no way to call for help, we began to build 
two signal fires, one on the protected west side of the island and one on the east side of the 
island, facing home, where we expected rescue to come from.  The five of us spent the night 
rotating between the fires, since the windward spot was significantly colder.
At some point in the middle of the night, we noticed lights above the southern horizon 
moving back and forth.  We dared to hope that those lights belonged to a search team.  Just 
before dawn, we began to make out the shapes of two planes oscillating above Drummond 
and Manitoulin islands, more than five miles south of our small island.  Shortly thereafter 
one of them dropped a flare and began flying towards our island.  They flew close to us and 
circled tightly around our two fires – we waved frantically and could make out one man in the 
doorway, waving back.  They dropped another flare and flew off.  We didn’t quite know what 
to make of it – but we were very excited.  Someone knew where we were.
An hour later, we heard the distinctive sound of a helicopter and looked up to see the powerful 
dual-prop Canadian coastguard rescue helicopter descending from the heavens.  It settled on 
an outcropping of the shore and the side door opened.  A jolly man win an orange rescue suit 
and a big white helmet emerged and approached, happy to find us alive and in good spirits.  
We boarded the helicopter and the pilot lifted off.  He turned to us and asked, “Well, where 
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would you like us to take you?”
The aftermath of the excursion included many conversations with uncles and grandfathers 
about responsibility and safety.  The lessons I took from that experience are about the power 
of the elements – and the insignificance of five vacationers within the larger thrust of our 
biosphere.  But I also learned to respect the systems that we humans have created that allow 
us to find and rescue those same five vacationers.   It took two airplanes and a helicopter 
to pluck us from that island.  But it also took the tax payer dollars and the commitment of 
dozens of professionals who have devoted their lives to rescuing others.  It took mapping 
and understanding wind directions.  And it took compassion.  When one of the adventurer’s 
parents noticed that we hadn’t returned by supper, they called the local police, who called the 
regional coast guard, who initiated the search around midnight.
We need to pay better attention.  I needed to pay better attention to the knot I tied.  We all 
should have paid better attention to the power of the wind.  We should have had a back-up 
plan.  We should have arrived on the island with better supplies.  We should all pay more 
attention.
BACKGROUND
